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RIM1/2-Mediated Facilitation of Cav1.4 Channel Opening Is
Required for Ca2�-Stimulated Release in Mouse Rod
Photoreceptors
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Night blindness can result from impaired photoreceptor function and a subset of cases have been linked to dysfunction of Cav1.4 calcium
channels and in turn compromised synaptic transmission. Here, we show that active zone proteins RIM1/2 are important regulators of
Cav1.4 channel function in mouse rod photoreceptors and thus synaptic activity. The conditional double knock-out (cdko) of RIM1 and
RIM2 from rods starting a few weeks after birth did not change Cav1.4 protein expression at rod ribbon synapses nor was the morphology
of the ribbon altered. Heterologous overexpression of RIM2 with Cav1.4 had no significant influence on current density when examined
with BaCl2 as the charge carrier. Nonetheless, whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings from cdko rods revealed a profound reduction in Ca 2�

currents. Concomitantly, we observed a 4-fold reduction in spontaneous miniature release events from the cdko rod terminals and an
almost complete absence of evoked responses when monitoring changes in membrane incorporation after strong step depolarizations.
Under control conditions, 49 and 83 vesicles were released with 0.2 and 1 s depolarizations, respectively, which is close to the maximal
number of vesicles estimated to be docked at the base of the ribbon active zone, but without RIM1/2, only a few vesicles were stimulated
for release after a 1 s stimulation. In conclusion, our study shows that RIM1/2 potently enhance the influx of Ca 2� into rod terminals
through Cav1.4 channels, which is vitally important for the release of vesicles from the rod ribbon.
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Introduction
Several visual defects result from the malfunction of photorecep-
tors. The photo-transduction cascade can be compromised by
the expression of faulty signaling components in their outer seg-

ments (Makino et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2007; Nikonov et al.,
2008; Toledo et al., 2011) or from loss of external contributions
from the pigment epithelium (Grimm et al., 2000; Kiser et al.,
2012). In other instances, the photoreceptors maintain normal
phototransduction, but they are unable to signal to the inner
retina because they form abnormal synaptic connections with
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Significance Statement

Active zone scaffolding proteins are thought to bring multiple components involved in Ca 2�-dependent exocytosis into functional
interactions. We show that removal of scaffolding proteins RIM1/2 from rod photoreceptor ribbon synapses causes a dramatic loss
of Ca 2� influx through Cav1.4 channels and a correlated reduction in evoked release, yet the channels remain localized to synaptic
ribbons in a normal fashion. Our findings strongly argue that RIM1/2 facilitate Ca 2� entry and in turn Ca 2� evoked release by
modulating Cav1.4 channel openings; however, RIM1/2 are not needed for the retention of Cav1.4 at the synapse. In summary, a
key function of RIM1/2 at rod ribbons is to enhance Cav1.4 channel activity, possibly through direct or indirect modulation of the
channel.
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Numerous mutations in the �1F pore-forming subunit of
L-type voltage-gated calcium channels (Cav1.4) have been iden-
tified in patients with impaired vision (Boycott et al., 2001;
McRory et al., 2004; Hoda et al., 2005; Mansergh et al., 2005).
These mutations are grouped together and referred to as incom-
plete congenital stationary night blindness (incomplete CSNB)
or type-2 CSNB (Boycott et al., 2001). When electroretinograms
(ERGs) are made from these subjects under dim lighting, a func-
tional photo-transduction signal is witnessed (the a-wave is nor-
mal), but it is missing a normal BPC response (no b-wave)
(Mansergh et al., 2005). Given the selective enrichment of the
Cav1.4 subunit at photoreceptor ribbon synapses (Morgans,
2001; Specht et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2013; Zabouri and
Haverkamp, 2013) and the fact that there is no known expression
in the inner retina, it is assumed that synaptic defects associated
with type-2 CSNB result from a reduction in Cav1.4-dependent
exocytosis from rods under dim lighting.

Rab interacting molecules (RIMs) are well known to enhance
synaptic transmission (Castillo et al., 2002; Schoch et al., 2006),
which may depend on their ability to physically associate with
Cav channels to organize the presynaptic, active zone architec-
ture (Kaeser et al., 2011; Südhof, 2012). Other groups have
stressed that RIMs associate with Cav channels to stabilize their
opening (Kiyonaka et al., 2007) and a wide range of Cav channels
appear to be influenced by RIMs (for review, see Simms et al.,
2014). RIMs were first described at active zones in retinal photo-
receptors (Wang et al., 1997) and others have confirmed this
finding (tom Dieck et al., 2005; Limbach et al., 2011) and gener-
ated very insightful anatomical and molecular routes for vesicle
and Cav interactions. Nevertheless, little is known about the
functional role of RIMs at ribbon synapses in the retina. To ex-
plore whether RIM1/2 influence synaptic processes at rod termi-
nals, we deleted all forms of RIM1/2 from rods and measured
Ca 2� currents and, for the first time, monitored exocytosis di-
rectly from individual mouse rods. The loss of RIM1/2 led to a
reduction in calcium current and a concurrent diminution of
evoked and unevoked exocytosis, but the expression level of
Cav1.4 was normal and ribbons appeared unaltered. The data
strongly suggest that RIM1/2 are needed for the proper function-
ing of Cav1.4 at rod ribbon synapses. We propose that the com-
bination of Cav1.4 and RIM1/2 at the ribbon creates a functional
active zone that enables rods to respond to a depolarizing voltage
signal at lights off with a rapid secretory response.

Materials and Methods
Animal handling. Mice were maintained on a 12 h daylight cycle and
housed according to Saarland University Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee guidelines. The LMOP-Cre line has been described pre-
viously by Le et al., 2006 and the animals were kindly provided by Chris-
tian Grimm (Zurich University, Zürich, Switzerland). LMOP-Cre
hemizygotic mice were crossed with wild-type C57BL/J6 partners. Mice
engineered with floxed RIM1ff and RIM2ff genes have been described
previously (Kaeser et al., 2008; Kaeser et al., 2011) and were kindly pro-
vided by Thomas Südhof and Pascal Kaeser (Stanford University,
Stanford, CA). To generate the conditional photoreceptor-specific
knock-outs of RIM1/2, LMOP-Cre mice were crossed into the purely
homozygous floxed Rim1/2 line (RIM1ff/2ff line). Only one parent was
LMOPcre � in an effort to minimize the number of cre transgene copies.
Each litter generated between 30% and 70% cre � offspring and the mice
without cre were used as control littermates. Both male and female mice
were used for experiments.

Isolation of eyes. Mice were deeply anesthetized in a chamber pre-
equilibrated with isoflurane, which rendered them unresponsive to tail
and paw pinch within 1 min. The anesthetized animal was immediately

killed by cervical dislocation. Intact eyes were removed and then bathed
in physiological saline for further dissection, or frozen for cryosectioning
(see below).

Anti-Cav1.4 antibodies. Three antibodies targeting the C-terminal
portion of the Cav1.4 subunit were used for Western blotting and/or
immunofluorescence (IF). The anti-Cav1.4-human, rabbit polyclonal
antibody has been described previously (McRory et al., 2004; Doering et
al., 2008). Briefly, this antibody was generated against a 65 fragment
peptide (aa 1658 –1723) from human Cav1.4 [National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) sequence ID #NP_005174.2]. A
sequence alignment over this same region of human Cav1.4 (aa 1658 –
1723, NCBI sequence ID #NP_005174.2) and mouse Cav1.4 (aa 1660 –
1741; NCBI sequence ID #NP_062528.2) reveals that 42 aa residues in the
mouse sequence are identical to residues in the immunizing fragment
(42/65 or �65% identity) and a stretch of 22 residues in the human
sequence is conserved over 20 residues of the mouse sequence (�90%
conserved). This same region is not at all present in Cav1.2 and Cav1.3 of
the mouse. A second antibody, referred to as anti-Cav1.4-mouse, was
raised against the last 260 aa (aa 1725–1984) of the mouse Cav1.4 se-
quence (NCBI sequence ID #NP_062528.2). The mouse Cav1.4 immu-
nizing element was prepared as a GST fusion protein and delivered to
rabbits. A third antibody, referred to as Cav1.4-CT peptide, was raised in
rabbit against a synthetic peptide consisting of the final 18 residues of
Cav1.4 (SRFDEEDLGDEMACVHAL-C-terminus) that overlaps with
the end of the larger Cav1.4-mouse antigen. Both the anti-Cav1.4-mouse
and anti-Cav1.4-CT peptide rabbit antibodies were affinity purified by
absorbing and eluting them from the antigen GST-Cav1.4-mouse fusion
protein that had been electrotransferred to nitrocellulose (Olmsted,
1981). The control staining was made with the affinity purification’s
unbound serum fraction, which did not bind to immobilized GST-
Cav1.4-mouse and, when used for IF, did not generate staining in the
retina. This is in contrast to the purified “bound” antibody fraction that
gave strong ribbon staining at rod ribbons, as illustrated in Figures 3 and
7. Additional anti-�1-subunit antibodies were purchased from Alo-
mone, Cav1.2 (ACC-003), Cav1.3 (ACC-005), and a broad spectrum
�1Pan (ACC-004) that is directed for a 19 aa stretch common to Cav1
(�1C,D,F,S) and Cav2 (�1A,B,E).

Other antibodies. Other antibodies used were as follows: anti-RIM2,
rabbit polyclonal (Synaptic Systems, 140 –303); anti-RIM1, rabbit poly-
clonal (Synaptic Systems, 140 – 003) and anti-RIM1 mouse monoclonal
(BD Transduction Laboratories, 610907); anti-Fodrin/�-spectrin, clone
AA6, mouse monoclonal (ICN Biomedicals); lectin PNA-Alexa Fluor
568 (Invitrogen, L32458): anti-Ribeye/U2656 rabbit polyclonal antibody
(Schmitz et al., 2000); anti-CtBP2 mouse monoclonal (BD Transduction
Laboratories, 612044); anti-Cre Recombinase, rabbit polyclonal (Nova-
gen, 69050); and anti-Cre recombinase, mouse monoclonal (Covance,
MMS-106P). The anti-Syt1 mouse monoclonal antibody mAb48 devel-
oped by L. Reichardt was obtained from the Developmental Studies Hy-
bridoma Bank/ National Institute of Child Health and Human
Development at The University of Iowa.

Immunostaining of cryosections. Freshly isolated eyes (see above)
were flash frozen in isopentane cooled on liquid nitrogen. Eyes were
stored in liquid nitrogen or kept at �80°C until the time of mounting
for sectioning. Frozen eyes were mounted in Tissue-Tek optimal cut-
ting temperature medium (VWR International) at �20°C and cut at
10- to 15-�m-thick sections, collected on glass slides, immediately
heat fixed at 50°C for �10 min, and finally stored at �20°C. Control
and experimental samples were sectioned during the same session
and, in most instances, samples from 3– 6 different littermates were
mounted in a single block and sectioned together.

For experiments that required staining of Cre, the sections had to be
fixed with paraformaldehyde (PFA) to prevent washout of Cre, but the
use of standard PFA fixation negatively affected antibodies used for Cav
staining; therefore, we optimized a protocol for costaining Cre and Cav
channels. First, the PFA was freshly depolymerized at �70°C in PBS, pH
7.4, filtered, and cooled on ice. Second, cryosections that had been stored
at �20°C were transferred to ice-chilled 3% PFA for 20 s. Next, the
sections were washed in PBS, blocked in 1% bovine serum albumin
(BSA) at room temperature, and then permeabilized in 0.3% Triton
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X-100 plus 1% BSA in PBS, pH 7.4 (BSA-Triton). The sections were
incubated for 16 h at 4°C in the primary antibodies (prepared in BSA-
Triton). After washing, the secondary antibody was added at a dilution of
1:1000 in 1% BSA, PBS for 1 h at room temperature. Two primary anti-
bodies were added simultaneously over the first night (one rabbit IgG,
anti-Cav, and the other mouse IgG, anti-Cre) and then anti-CtBP2 was
added for the second overnight incubation. In most instances, rabbit
IgGs were labeled with chicken anti-rabbit IgG-Alexa Fluor 488 (Invit-
rogen, A21441) and mouse IgGs were labeled with goat anti-mouse IgG-
Alexa Fluor 647 (Invitrogen, A21245).

Confocal images of immunolabeled samples were collected as a stack
of optical sections through the entire �10 �m cryosections and the im-
ages are presented here as maximal projections using ImageJ software. To
determine the “contour length” of the ribbon, optical sections were in-
spected in upper regions of the outer plexiform layer (OPL) containing
rod terminals, away from the PNA-labeled cone terminals. Ribbon pro-
files that were captured in the plane of a 1 �m optical section typically
appearing as U-shaped structures offer the most complete contour of a
ribbon. Ribbons running perpendicular or tangential to the optical sec-
tions were observed in multiple sections and are not included in the
analysis. The contour length was measured by drawing a segmented line
starting at one end of the ribbon, tracing along its central ridge until
reaching the other end of the ribbon. Contour lengths ranged from 1.2 to
1.9 �m (see Results). The contour is not the same as the side-to-side
width of the ribbon, which is typically �1 �m. Sections were collected
with a calibrated pixel resolution of 0.02 or 0.04 �m and these values
were used to set the scale in ImageJ.

Immunostaining of 0.5-�m-thick resin sections for obtaining high-
resolution images was performed as described previously (Wahl et al.,
2013; Dembla et al., 2014) and used only in Figure 7, I and J.

Western analysis. Freshly isolated eyes were dissected in ice-chilled,
�4°C mouse extracellular solution (MES) with Ca 2� reduced to 0.5 mM

(see below). The entire neural retina was carefully separated from the
pigment epithelium, vitreous, and optic nerve. Each retina was homog-
enized in 160 �l of a standard SDS-loading buffer to generate a total
lysate, which was heated to 95°C for 10 min and loaded directly onto
PAGE gels or stored at �20°C. To better resolve the Cav channels, indi-
vidual retinas were prepared in the following detergent-rich buffer to
yield a membrane-enriched fraction containing the following (in mM):
150 NaCl, 10 Tris, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium cholate, 1% NP-40, 0.1%
PMSF, and one protease inhibitor mixture tablet per 10 mls (Complete
Ultra EDTA-Free Tablets, Roche), pH 7.4. Triturated retinas were incu-
bated for 1 h on ice with agitation and then centrifuged at 16,000 � g for
20 min at 4°C, which yielded a soft sediment that was separated from the
supernatant (Fig. 3I illustrates the partition of membrane proteins into
the supernatant). The samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored
at �80°C. Figure 3I shows a Western blot that compares the supernatant
and pellet fractions derived from the Cav extraction procedure described
here and the supernatant fraction contains the Cav and synaptic proteins,
whereas the pellet fraction is protein poor.

Western samples were separated by SDS-PAGE using a 4% acrylamide
stacker and a discontinuous running gel of two parts, with 6% acrylamide
(�4 cm length) on top and 10% acrylamide (2 cm length) on bottom
(Fig. 1B illustrates the range of proteins resolved within a gel, from Cre at
39 kDa to Fordrin at 250 kDa). When probing for Cav channels using
membrane-enriched lysates, 12% of a retina was loaded per lane. In
contrast, synaptic proteins processed from total lysates (in SDS loading
buffer) required only 3–5% of a retina per lane. Samples were electro-
transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes, washed in PBS, and then
blocked in 2% BSA/PBS, pH 7.3, for 1 h. Primary antibodies were diluted
in the blocking buffer plus 0.1% azide and incubated with membranes for
16 –24 h. The following HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies were used at
a dilution of 1:10,000: goat anti-rabbit (Sigma-Aldrich, A6154) and goat
anti-mouse (Sigma-Aldrich, A3673) and membranes were incubated with
the secondary antibodies for �1 h in the absence of azide. Blots were devel-
oped with enhanced chemiluminescence reagents and imaged over time
with digital camera driven by Quantity One software (Bio-Rad).

Quantitation of Western blots. The discontinuous SDS-PAGE with 6%
and 10% acrylamide (see Figs. 1, 2, 3, and 7) captured the following large

proteins in the 6% acrylamide portion: Fodrin �250 kDa; Cav channels,
130 –250 kDa; long forms of Rim1/2, �160 –220 kDa; and Ribeye, �115
kDa detected with anti-CtBP2 or U2656. The lower 10% acrylamide
portion of the gel resolved the following proteins under �70 kDa:
Synatotagmin-1 (Syt1), �65 kDa, CtBP2 transcription factor, �45 kDa,
and Cre, �39 kDa. Cre protein expression was always examined for each
animal and routinely verified per gel lane with accompanying probes at
higher MWs. The control and cre � littermate samples were placed in
neighboring lanes and multiples from each group were simultaneously
compared. Densitometry measurements were made with the plugin in
ImageJ using rectangular boxes of fixed areas and placing them around
each lane, with sufficient baseline above and below the bands of interest.
Background offsets were subtracted from each band to attain the absolute
intensities. Relative intensities were determined per Western blot by nor-
malizing the maximal signal to 1 and other lanes within the gel were
expressed as a fraction of the maximum. Statistics are reported as mean �
SE (mean/SE), and the p value was measured with the unpaired Student’s
t test (OriginLab software; MicroCal).

Electrophysiology. Dissections were performed in chilled �8°C, low
Ca 2� MES containing the following (in mM): 135 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 0.5
CaCl2, 1 MgCl2 hexahydrate, 10 glucose, and 15 HEPES, pH 7.35. After
separating the neural retina from the pigment epithelium and removing
the vitreous, retinas were mounted vitrea side down on nitrocellulose
membrane and stored at 12°C in an aerated refrigerator until slicing.
Tissue was kept �6 h maximum, with most measurements made within
the first 2 h after the animal was killed. Slices were made with a two-sided
razor blade, sectioned to �100- to 200-�m-thick slices, and visualized in
cross-section with differential interference optics equipped with a high-
resolution, 1.2 numerical aperture, 60� water-immersion objective, and
a final 2� magnifying lens in front of the camera.

Electrophysiological measurements were made with a HEKA EPC-10,
dual head-stages, and equipped with HEKA’s Patchmaster software.
Whole-cell electrodes were fabricated from thick-wall, standard glass
capillary tubes and the tip region was coated with dental wax. Pipette
resistance was �8.5 M� with the standard MES bath solution and either
of the intracellular solutions. The following two intracellular solutions
with high Ca 2� chelator concentrations were used to measure calcium
currents (ICa) (containing the following in mM): 105 CsCH3SO4, 20 TEA-
Cl, 2 MgCl2 hexahydrate, 3 MgATP, 0.2 NaGTP, 10 HEPES, and 10
EGTA, along with 0.1 mg/ml Lucifer yellow (LY), pH adjusted to 7.30
with CsOH to an osmolarity of 295; or alternatively, 5 mM BAPTA re-
placed EGTA. The Ca 2� chelators were needed to block the Ca 2�- acti-
vated chloride channels (Bader et al., 1982) and the Ca 2�- activated
potassium channels (Big-K �), as well as secretion-activated glutamate
currents (Szmajda and Devries, 2011) and inhibitory proton feedback
(DeVries, 2001). Series resistance in whole-cell, voltage-clamp condi-
tions was �20 M� and access was gained via suction. To characterize the
behavior of the small synaptic events, some of the measurements were
made with thiocyanate in the intracellular solution, replacing CH3SO4

�

and Cl �, to determine whether thiocyanate promoted larger glutamate
transporter currents.

The standard protocol for monitoring ICa or membrane capacitance
required an exchange of extra-cellular solutions to minimize interfering
conductances. First, the tissue was equilibrated for �15 min in a perfu-
sion, recording chamber with standard MES containing 2 mM CaCl2 at a
room temperature of 28°C. Second, rod somata near the OPL were iden-
tified for whole-cell patch clamp. The cells were infused with the intra-
cellular solution for �2 min before being depolarized. During this rest
period, the extracellular media was exchanged to TEA-Cs MES (mM): 105
NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 25 TEA-Cl, 5 CsCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2 hexahydrate, 10
glucose, and 15 HEPES, pH 7.35. Cesium in the extracellular solution
blocked the Ih current in the terminal (Cs inside is not sufficient for this
purpose; Bader et al., 1982) and TEA outside reduced outward currents
common to the inner and outer segments. Continuous traces were col-
lected at rest to assess whether the cell was generating miniature events
that represent secreted glutamate feedback onto the terminal, which in-
dicates that a terminal is present (see Fig. 5).

To attain a current–voltage (I–V ) relationship for the Cav channels
using a ramp protocol, all ramps started at �80 mV and stepped down to
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�100 mV for 500 ms to verify that Ih was absent, and then the cells where
depolarized at a rate of 1 V/s or 0.2 V/s from �100 to �40 mV. Ramps
were repeated every �20 s starting �2 min after entry. Once stable ramps
were acquired, typically after 4 min from the start of whole-cell entry, ICa

was blocked by switching the extracellular solution to a Ca 2�-free MES
containing 4 mM CoCl2. The voltage ramp responses were analyzed by
taking the linear portion of the current from �80 to �60 mV and sub-
tracting it from the entire trace. A Boltzmann function was used to fit the
I–V ramps to attain the maximum inward calcium current and Vm1/2.

Recordings were made from rod somata near the OPL and often the
ribbon was contained in the soma; alternatively, the somata were set
apart from the OPL by �1 row creating a short axon of �5– 8 �m in
length to the small terminal, which was documented after the recording
by filling of the cell with the intracellular tracer LY (see Figs. 4 A, B,
5 A, B). A total of 56% of controls and 62% of conditional double knock-
out (cdko) rods had short axons connecting the terminal and the remain-
ing recordings without a connecting axon were made at the OPL. In
instances with no measureable ICa, a terminal or synaptic miniature
events had to be observed for the cell to be included in the study of ICa. An
indicator of the small size of the rods is their whole-cell membrane ca-
pacitance (Cm), which ranged from 0.8 to 2 pF. The soma alone at OPL
showed 	1 pF, whereas more intact rods had Cm values of �2 pF. These
values are similar to what is predicted from published results derived
from preparations other than mouse rods. For example, dissociated gold-
fish bipolar cell terminals are semispherical, range from 10 to 15 �m, and
have Cm values between 2 and 4 pF (Mennerick et al., 1997); mouse rod
somata are �5–7 �m in diameter and have a Cm of �1 pF.

Post hoc verification of Cre � cells required documenting cell location
and then staining for Cre. After the recording, the location and distance
of the tracer-filled cell relative to the end of the slice was documented and
then the slice was removed from the recording chamber and placed in 3%
PFA/PBS at pH 7.4 for 30 – 60 min. After washing the tissue in PBS, the
slice was permeabilized in 1% Triton, 3% BSA/PBS at pH 7.4 at room
temperature for 20 min and then incubated overnight with the rabbit
polyclonal anti-Cre antibody (from Novagen; see above) with 0.3% Tri-
ton, 1% BSA/PBS at pH 7.4. The next day, the secondary anti-rabbit
Alexa Fluor 568 was used to visualize Cre indirectly. Sections were viewed
in the same orientation as the original recording configuration and the
cell’s location was found by first dialing back the distance from the end of
the slice and then inspecting this area for the LY fluorescently labeled cell.
If the nucleus was pulled out of the soma when the electrode was re-
tracted, then LY retention in the remaining portions of the LY-labeled
cell were examined for Cre. The inner segment/ellipsoid region where
Cre protein is synthesized has the highest levels of Cre staining (see Fig.
4B) and the axon terminals were also Cre � but less intensely. In addition,
bright-field images were taken to orient the OPL and outer nuclear layer
(ONL) images from postrecording and poststaining as presented in
Figures 4 and 6. The pattern of Cre in LMOP mice has a columnar
pattern and �50% of the cells are Cre � (Le et al., 2006). In our study,
50% of the recordings that were made from LMOPcre � mice stained
positive for Cre.

Analysis of synaptic events. Membrane current traces collected over the
first 4 min after cell rupture were analyzed after filtering at 300 Hz. The
procedure for aligning and averaging events with Synaptosoft software
has been described previously (Grabner et al., 2005). All drugs used to
characterize the miniature events were purchased from Tocris Bioscience
and delivered at concentrations stated in the Results section.

Membrane capacitance measurements. Recordings were made with
HEKA’s PatchMaster software using the “sine�dc” Lockin routine. The
cell’s voltage was held at �80 mV and the stimulating sine wave was
applied at 500 Hz, with a 10 mV sine wave amplitude that was sampled at
10 kHz. To ensure the best possible electrical control and the most rapid
infusion of the rod terminal, rod somata near the OPL were targeted as
described above. To promote release, the intracellular EGTA was lowered
to 2 mM EGTA. Membrane currents (Im) were leak subtracted, as shown
in Figure 6, E and F, and the protocol consisted of an average of four steps
from �70 to �62 mV, a portion of the IV that is linear with TEA and Cs �

in the extracellular solution. The stimulation protocols for estimating
evoked Cm began with a 1 s sine wave sweep around �80 mV to deter-

mine the Cm baseline, and the next sweep included the depolarization
which started with a 0.25 or 1 s sine wave at �80 mV that was then paused
for the duration of stimulation and resumed for 1 s after the stimulus.
The depolarizing steps were to �25 and �5 mV and durations of 0.2 or
1 s. The change in Cm was measured by setting the prestimulation Cm to
zero (baseline) and a linear fit from 0.75–1 s over the poststimulation Cm

was made and averaged to generate the change in Cm (see Fig. 6H ). Over
this later stage of postdepolarization, the membrane conductance (Gm)
had settled to prestimulus values. Finally, in no instance was a recording
with a change in series conductance (Gs) used in the analysis.

Current density measurements from Cav1.4 in cultured cells. Human
embryonic kidney tsA-201 cells were cultured and transfected using the
calcium phosphate method. Cav1.4 �1F subunit (6 �g), Cav�2a (6 �g),
and Cav�2�-1 (6 �g) were cotransfected in absence or presence of
RIM2�. In addition, 0.45 �g of a plasmid cDNA encoding the green
fluorescent protein was added to the transfection mixture to identify and
select transfected cells. Electrophysiological recordings were performed
in whole-cell configuration 72 h after transfection at room temperature
(22–24°C). The external recording solution contained the following (in
mM): 114 CsCl, 20 BaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, and 10 glucose adjusted to
pH 7.4 with CsOH. Pipettes were filled with a solution containing the
following (in mM): 108 CsCH3SO3, 4 MgCl2, 9 EGTA, 9 HEPES, 2 ATP,
and 0.6 GTP adjusted to pH 7.2 with CsOH.

Currents were recorded using an Axopatch 220B amplifier (Molecular
Devices) by applying 250 ms pulses between �60 and 40 mV in 5 mV
increments from a holding potential (Vh ) of �100 mV. I–V relationships
were generated from the peak current obtained during the pulses. All
experimental values are given as means � SE. The I–V relationships were
fitted with a Boltzmann equation of the form: I 
Gmax � (Vm � Vr)/(1 �
exp(�(Vm � V1/2)/k)), where I is the peak current, Vm is the membrane
voltage, V1/2 is the voltage for half activation, Vr is the reversal potential,
and k is the slope factor.

Electron microscopy. For electron microscopy (EM), eyes of light-
adapted mice were harvested as described above and dissected to yield eye
cups that were fixed and embedded in Epon as described previously
(Schoch et al., 2006). Only vesicles attached to the ribbon were analyzed.
Analysis of vesicle diameter has also been described previously (Grabner
and Zenisek, 2013).

Estimating the number of vesicles released and the number of vesicles on a
ribbon. To calculate the capacitance per vesicle, we compared our EM
results with that of vesicle profiles measured from hair cells and individ-
ual vesicle capacitance measurements measured within the same study
(Neef et al., 2007), which reported a mean SV diameter of 37 nm and a
capacitance of 45 aF per vesicle. We estimate that our average 32.5 nm
vesicle diameter amounted to 34.7 aF. To relate the number of fusing
vesicles to the potential number of vesicles tethered to a ribbon, an upper
limit of vesicle numbers was estimated by assuming a maximal hexagonal
packing of vesicles in a single layer on each side of the ribbon. If vesicles
are uniformly sized and their centers are linearly aligned along the length
of the ribbon and each vesicle is touching its neighbor, their center-to-
center (CTC) distance is �35 nm (�vesicle diameter) and the number of
vesicles per row is simply the length of the ribbon divided by 35 nm;
therefore, a contour length of 1.5 �m amounts to 43 SVs per row. If the
next row of vesicles are also linearly arranged with a CTC spacing of 35
nm and are touching the rows above and below with CTC distances of 35
nm, but their centers are shifted to an angel of 60° from the row above
and below, then they are hexagonally packed and the vertical displace-
ment is less than the CTC distance. The vertical spacing between rows is
calculated as Sin(60°) 
 opposite side/ hypotenuse 
 (vertical spacing)/
(CTC distance of 35 nm), which when rearranged yields a vertical spacing
of �30 nm. Therefore, a ribbon with a height of 300 nm is divided by 30
nm to give 10 rows of SVs. The total number of rows is 10 on each side of
the ribbon and 43 vesicles/row: 2 sides � 10 rows � 43 vesicles/row 

860 per ribbon as a maximal estimate.

Results
Targeted knock-out of RIM1/2 from rod photoreceptors
The family of RIM proteins are grouped into long (RIM1�/� and
2�/�) and short forms (2�, 3� and 4�) (Wang and Südhof, 2003).
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The prominent isoforms of RIM1 and 2 expressed in the retina
show overlap with those found in whole brain lysates (Fig. 1A),
but two exceptions exist. The RIM2� isoform is not detected at
appreciable levels in retinal lysates, and the larger 2�-splice vari-
ant(s) are expressed at relatively higher levels in the retina than
brain, with 2� and 2�-splice variants expressed at equal levels
(Fig. 1A). The distribution of RIM1 in the retina is segregated to
the synapses in the inner plexiform layer (IPL) and relatively less
staining is observed in the OPL, where photoreceptor terminals
are located (Fig. 1B). In contrast, RIM2 staining is very intense at
rod terminals (Fig. 1C–E) and widely distributed across the IPL
(Regus-Leidig et al., 2010; Limbach et al., 2011).

Deletion of the long forms of RIM1/2 has been achieved with
the development of transgenic mice that carry floxed RIM1 and
RIM2 genes (RIM1ff/2ff) (Kaeser et al., 2011). To remove RIM1/2
selectively from rods, mice engineered with the Long Mouse Opsin

Promoter (LMOP)cre transgene (Le et al., 2006) were crossed into
the RIM1ff/2ff line to create cdko mice. The LMOPCre mice pro-
duce Cre only in rods, which begins at �7 d after birth, a few days
after ribbon development is initiated (Le et al., 2006). We made
the RIM1/2 dko because previous studies have reported that the
long forms of RIM1/2 may compensate for one another in certain
brain regions, but the dko newborns are not viable (Schoch et al.,
2006). To circumnavigate this shortcoming, we developed a rod-
specific cdko line.

Figure 1D shows the regional expression of Cre in rods of a
3-week-old cdko retina. The synaptic ribbons residing in Cre-
rich areas have reduced RIM2 staining, whereas Cre-poor regions
in the same field of view reveal higher RIM2 staining (Fig. 1F). A
significant reduction in RIM2 was also detected with Western
analysis when using whole retina lysates from 3-week-old cdko
animals (control vs cdko: 1 � 0.05 and 0.82 � 0.05, normalized
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Figure 1. Conditional knock-out of RIM2 in rod photoreceptors is under way as early as 3 weeks of age. A, Forms of RIM1 and RIM2 found in the brain and retina of wild-type and transgenic
RIM1ff/2ff mice. Expression of RIM 1� �� 1� in the retina, which is similar to the proportions in whole-brain lysates (probed with Ms monoclonal anti-RIM1). The floxed RIM2ff gene was
engineered such that a cyan fluorescent protein was placed at the C-terminal of RIM2 (Kaeser et al., 2011) and therefore all of the RIM2 in the transgenic animal is RIM2-cfp, which is revealed as an
upward shift in its migration compared with brain lysates from wild-type animals (the cfp tag is nonfluorescent in the retina). Relative RIM2 expression levels in the brain are RIM 2� � 2� �
2�-splice variants (�-sp.) and, in the retina, 2� and 2�-sp are equally expressed, but 2� is not detected. The regional distribution of RIM1/2 was examined by immunostaining cryosections of
retina �10 �m thick (B–F ). B, Expression of RIM1 is largely confined to the IPL and this is demonstrated with a rabbit polyclonal anti-RIM1 from Synaptic Systems (left) and a mouse monoclonal
against RIM1 from BD Transduction Laboratories (right). Scale bar, 25 �m. C, D, Top overview panels in black and white are composites of transmitted light and fluorescent signals from anti-
CtBP2 and anti-Cre immunolabeling (both are Ms monoclonal antibodies and visualized with anti-Ms IgG-Alexa Fluor 648; see Materials and Methods). The transmitted light images outline the ONL
and anti-CtBP2 stains Ribeye/ribbons (Schmitz et al., 2000), demarcating the OPL. The section in D is from a LMOPcre � transgenic animal, which shows an intensely stained patch of Cre in the ONL
that is designated as a Cre region (samples in C and D are from RIM1ff/2ff littermates, 3 weeks of age). Bottom overview cropped to the OPL is labeled “all probes” because the signals are derived from
anti-RIM2 staining (rabbit polyclonal, Alexa Fluor488, shown in green), the cone marker PNA (linked to Alexa Fluor 568, shown in red), and anti-CtBP2 (Ms monoclonal, Alexa Fluor 648, shown in
blue). E, F, Regions selected for presentation at higher resolution. The control condition presented in C and E and the “Cre-poor region” in F show that the RIM2 signal overlaps extensively with
CtBP2/Ribeye (aqua). The “Cre-rich region” in F reveals a drop in RIM2 staining. G, H, Present Western blots that were used to compare the synaptic protein levels from anticontrol and transgenic
retinas. Individual blots were probed for multiple antigens. The antibodies used are listed on the right side of the blot and the position of the molecular weight standards are on the left (genotype
is indicated above each lane). Fodrin was used as a postsynaptic marker (�250 kDa; Schmitz, 2001), and Ribeye (�110 kDa; Schmitz et al., 2000) and Synaptotagmin1 (Syt1, �60 kDa) were used
as presynaptic markers, whereas CtBP2 (�45 kDa) in the context of Western analysis represents the transcription factor that is expressed throughout the retina. I, Graphical summary of the
densitometry measurements from Western analysis. Only RIM2 was reduced (see text for values) and no apparent change in the intensity of the synaptic markers was witnessed at 3 weeks. Data are
presented as mean � SE.
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mean � SE; p 
 0.008; n 
 6 control and 7 cdko mice), whereas
expression levels of other synaptic markers from cdko mice were
normal at 3 weeks after birth (control vs Cre; Fodrin: 0.93 � 0.19
vs 1 � 0.25, p 
 0.72; Ribeye: 1 � 0.10 vs 0.86 � 0.07, p 
 0.26;
Syt1: 1 � 0.09 vs 0.89 � 0.08, p 
 0.28; CtBP2: 1 � 0.09 vs 0.89 �
0.09, p 
 0.40; n 
 6 control and 7 cdko mice; Fig. 1G–I). The
immunofluorescence results at 8 weeks show RIM2 missing from
patches of retina with Cre expression (Fig. 2A–D) and, in the
same field of view, only cone terminals, which do not express Cre,
show RIM2 labeling (Fig. 2D). Western blots of retinal lysates
from older cdko mice, 3–9 months of age (Fig. 2F), showed a 19%
reduction in RIM2 compared with their respective controls (con-
trol vs cdko: 1 � 0.03 vs 0.81 � 0.04; p 
 0.0006, n 
 10 and 18),
whereas other synaptic markers were expressed at control levels
(control vs cdko; Fodrin: 1 � 0.03 vs 0.94 � 0.04, p 
 0.27 from
n 
 18 and 15; Syt1: 1 � 0.03 and 0.94 � 0.03, p 
 0.12; from n 

19 and 16 mice; Fig. 2G). Considering that a major portion of
RIM2 is expressed in the inner retina (Fig. 2E) and only 50% of
the photoreceptors express Cre (Le et al., 2006), the reduction in
RIM2 observed on aggregate (Western analysis) indicates a dra-
matic drop in RIM2 expression in the Cre-targeted rods and the
immunofluorescence results reveal a focal depletion of RIM2

from rods in Cre regions and a persistence of RIM2 only in cones
that do not express Cre (Fig. 2D).

Cav1.4 L-type channels are highly expressed at
photoreceptor ribbons
The type of Cav channel operating at rod ribbons are believed to
be L-type. Many studies have concluded that Cav1.4, defined by
its Cav1.4 pore-forming subunit, is the prominent form in mam-
malian rods (for review, see Schmitz et al., 2012). This was exam-
ined here with two different polyclonal antibodies raised against
segments of human (McRory et al., 2004) and mouse Cav1.4
C-termini (see Materials and Methods). Figure 3, A and B, show
that both antibodies give selective and strong labeling of synaptic
ribbons in the OPL. The expression of another L-type channel in
the synaptic layers was explored with anti-Cav1.3 and an anti-
�1Pan (supposedly suited for all Cav1-subunits) was also tested.
The anti-�1Pan antibody stained the OPL and showed relatively
weaker staining in the IPL (Fig. 3C). The anti-Cav1.3 antibody
gave intense staining in the IPL, as shown in Figure 3G, and no
clear staining of photoreceptor ribbons. Closer inspection of the
OPL shows that the anti-Cav1.4 antibodies stain the rod ribbons
and cones are also marked to a lesser extent (Fig. 3D,E). The
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Figure 2. RIM2 is selectively removed from rods expressing Cre by 8 weeks and persists at cone terminals. A, Colabeling of cryosections from 8-week-old littermates. The retinal section from a
control (RIM1ff/2ff ) on the left has a continuous line of RIM2 staining across the OPL (shown in green, and transmitted light is overlaid in blue to demarcate the ONL’s rod somata); in contrast, the
section from the cdko animal presented on the right has two regions of Cre staining (pink) and the underlying OPL lacks significant RIM2. B–D, Additional probes were used to demonstrate the
absence of RIM2 at rod ribbons in regions enriched with Cre, and the constancy of RIM2 at cone terminals. B, C, Top, black and white images are composites of transmitted light and fluorescent signals
from anti-CtBP2 and anti-Cre immunolabeling (both are Ms monoclonal antibodies and visualized with anti-Ms IgG-Alexa Fluor 648; see Materials and Methods). The transmitted light images
outline the ONL and anti-CtBP2 stains Ribeye/ribbons demarcates the OPL. The lower color images in B and C show immunostaining for the antigens indicated (anti-RIM2, rabbit polyclonal, Alexa
Fluor 488, shown in green; the cone marker PNA linked to Alexa Fluor 568, shown in red; and anti-CtBP2, Ms monoclonal, Alexa Fluor 648, shown in blue), and the overlay of the various probes are
presented in the bottom panels. The control in B exhibits a continuous band of RIM2 labeling in the OPL, whereas the cdko retina shown in C expresses a patch of Cre that is accompanied by a
significant disruption in RIM2 in the underlying OPL. D, RIM2 staining that remains in Cre regions is localized to “cone terminals” that are labeled with PNA and occupy the innermost aspects of the
OPL. The regions where the rod terminals are located are indicated with turquoise arrowheads. The control exhibits RIM2, which is seen to colocalize with CtBP2 in the overlay. In contrast, RIM2-free
rod ribbons are seen in the Cre � region, yet the underlying cone expresses RIM2, which is a consequence of the cones not expressing Cre. E, RIM2 is heavily expressed in the OPL and a major portion
of RIM2 is expressed in the IPL. F, Example of a Western blot showing the decreased levels of RIM2 in cdko animals (3 months of age). G, Summary plots of RIM2 and other synaptic protein levels found
in retinas of 3-month-old mice. Data are presented as mean � SE.
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anti-�1Pan signal is associated with ribbons (Fig. 3F), which
suggests that it recognizes the Cav1.4-subunit.

Western blots were made from retinal lysates and probed with
the different anti-Cav1.4 antibodies to identify the possible forms
of Cav1.4. The anti-Cav1.4 human antibody (Fig. 3B) and a sec-
ond Cav1.4-C terminus antibody (referred to as Cav1.4-CT; Fig.
3H) consistently recognized a band at 250 kDa similar to the
original report of this antibody (McRory et al., 2004). The
Cav1.4-CT antibody also generated a band at 190 kDa, which
overlaps with a higher-molecular-weight band detected with the
anti-Cav1.4-mouse antibody (Fig. 3A,H). When probing the ret-
inal lysates with the anti-�1-Pan antibody, two bands at 130 and
160 kDa were detected (Fig. 3I). Similar 130 and 160 kDa bands
were detected by the anti-Cav1.4 human antibody (Fig. 3B), and
the 160 kDa band was also captured by anti-Cav1.4 mouse anti-
body (Fig. 3A). The anti-Cav1.4 antibodies detect proteins in the
range of 130 –250 kDa (Fig. 3A,B,H), spanning the range of pre-
dicted sizes (Tan et al., 2012), and the bands at 160 and 250 kDa
match the sizes reported previously (McRory et al., 2004; Liu et
al., 2013) and common to the Cav1.4 antibodies tested here.
The Western results suggest that multiple Cav1.4 products exist
in the retina, as was proposed previously (Tan et al., 2012), and

the immunofluorescence results strongly support the conclusion
that the Cav1.4 products are enriched at rod ribbons.

Voltage-dependent calcium currents are nearly eliminated in
RIM1/2 cdko mice
Measurements of ICa were made from rods in retinal slices using
a whole-cell voltage-clamp configuration. As noted already, the
ONL of the mouse retina is dominated by rods, constituting
�95% of the photoreceptors, and there are 6 –12 rows of somata
in the ONL. To gain access to the terminal where the Cav1.4
channels are expressed, somata of rods were targeted because
they are easier to patch than their small, �2 �m synaptic termi-
nals. Because slicing can sever the axon bridging the soma to the
terminal, two features were used to verify an intact terminal.
First, the fluorescent tracer Lucifer Yellow (LY) was added to the
intracellular solution to visualize the terminal (Fig. 4A,B). Sec-
ond, the occurrence of small synaptic release events indicated a
terminal was present (described below). After the experiments,
the cells were stained for Cre expression (Fig. 4A,B).

The rods were probed with voltage ramps at speeds of 0.2 or 1
V/s to attain I–V curves and, to avoid activating currents other
than ICa, Ca 2�-activated currents were suppressed by adding 10
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Figure 3. Cav1.4 subunits are preferentially expressed at photoreceptor ribbon synapses. A–D, Cryosections immunostained with different affinity-purified anti-�1 antibodies. The overviews
are given as a series of three panels: transmitted light (TL; left) and anti-�1 (excit.: �488; center), and PNA-Alexa Fluor 568 shown in red. The subsequent color panels display the various probes in
the OPL at higher resolution (D–F ). A, B, Cryosections stained with affinity-purified anti-Cav1.4 mouse and anti-Cav1.4 human antibodies reveals strong labeling in the OPL. C, �1Pan antibody
(Alamone Labs) exhibits a slightly stronger preference for OPL over IPL. D–F, Regions of the OPL illustrating the rich association of the Cav1.4-subunit with rod ribbons and perhaps with PNA labels
cone terminals. G, Intense staining of the IPL with the �1D-peptide antibody (Alamone Labs) and very little signal specific to the OPL. Mouse retinas were lysed with a detergent-rich buffer to
examine Cav�1-subunits with Western analysis. The anti-Cav1.4 mouse antibody yields bands at 160 and 190 kDa (A, right side of each lane highlights major bands with filled triangles and, on the
left, the migration of the 120 and 200 kDa protein standards are indicated with filled and open rectangles, respectively). In B, the Cav1.4 human antibody gives a prominent band at 250 kDa (McRory
et al., 2004) and additional bands at 160 and 130 kDa. H, Anti- Cav1.4-CT peptide detects bands that are similar in size to products detected with the other anti- Cav1.4 antibodies at 190 and 250 kDa.
The transfer membrane presented in C was cut into multiple vertical strips such that split lanes could be exposed to different antibodies and then realigned for comparison during enhanced
chemiluminescence exposure. C, Notably, the anti-�1Pan antibody consistently gave bands at 160 and 130 kDa, similar in size to products detected by anti-Cav1.4 human and mouse antibodies. The
blot in I shows that the proteins in the retinal lysate are almost entirely in the supernatant fraction rather than the pellet (samples were loaded in equal proportions).
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mM EGTA or 5 mM BAPTA to the intracellular solution. In addi-
tion, 5 mM CsCl plus 20 mM TEA were added to the extracellular
solution to block Ih and potassium channels, respectively (see
Materials and Methods). Recordings from control cells gave sim-
ilar I–V curves when either the fast or slow voltage ramp speeds
were used (ICa for 1 V/s ramps: �5.38 � 0.48 pA, Vm1/2: �28 � 1
mV, n 
 14; and for 0.2 V/s: maximal ICa �4.84 � 0.63 pA;
Vm1/2: �26 � 3 mV, n 
 10). In contrast, the maximal ICa

changed drastically in the cdko rods. When the faster ramp speed
was used, the average ICa from cdko responses was �0.94 � 0.37
pA (6 cells), which is significantly less than what was measured in
the control rods (p 	 1E-6; tested against 1 V/s controls; Fig. 4C).
Likewise, the cdko rods tested with the slower ramp speed gave an
average maximal ICa of �0.21 � 0.05 pA (n 
 8) that was far less
than the control value of �4.84 � 0.63 pA (n 
 10) determined
with the slower ramp speed (p 	 1E-5).

To further characterize the presumed ICa signal in control and
cdko rods, the cells were depolarized at 0.2 V/s in the standard
extracellular medium that contained 2 mM CaCl2 and then in a
solution containing 4 mM CoCl2 without any added Ca 2�. The
inward current was eliminated in the recordings made from con-
trol mice (all RIM1ff/2ff, cre� / �) when Ca 2� was removed, but
currents measured from cdko cells were not significantly affected
by the divalent substitution. This is illustrated by subtracting
the ramps taken in CoCl2 from the traces measured in CaCl2
and the resulting difference current reflects the contribution of
ICa to the I–V curve. The average difference current derived from
control mice had a maximal ICa of �4.81 � 0.62 pA and a Vm1/2 of
�26 � 1 mV (n 
 5 cells). The difference currents measured
from 5 cdko cells averaged �0.46 � 0.13 pA, which is much
smaller than the control group (p 	 0.001; Fig. 4D,E). The re-

sults from control cells examined with divalent substitution have
average ICa values that are similar to control results that were
determined without blocking ICa and control values are �10-fold
higher than the average ICa determined for cdko rods. Because the
cells used to assess ICa also showed synaptic activity and visible
terminals, the lack of an appreciable inward current strongly sug-
gests that very few Cav1.4 channels are operating.

Frequency of miniature glutamate transporter currents is
reduced in the RIM1/2 cdko rods
As stated above without proof, synaptic release events mea-
sured from rods are associated with the presence of an intact
terminal. To demonstrate this, recordings from rods with and
without terminals were compared. The image of the cell filled
with fluorescent tracer in Figure 5A shows the terminal in the
OPL and a separate filling of a rod that clearly lacks a terminal
is presented in Figure 5B. Membrane currents measured at rest
(Vhold: �80 mV) from the cell with a terminal exhibit spike
events that have a rising phase (35–90%: 1.98 � 0.13 ms; n 

9 cells) that is much faster than the decay phase (half-width:
21.6 � 1.9 ms; n 
 9 cells; for example events, see Fig. 5C,D),
which fits the general description of a receptor- or tran-
sporter-mediated miniature synaptic current. The rod that
lacks an attached terminal (Fig. 5B) does not exhibit such
spikes (Fig. 5C), and this holds true in all instances of record-
ings made from rod somata that were apart from the OPL and
dispossessed of their synaptic terminal during slicing (n 
 15
cells). This demonstrates that the miniature currents are orig-
inating from the rod terminal but, to date, there are no pub-
lished reports of measurements from mouse photoreceptors
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Figure 4. Calcium influx is silenced in the cdko rods. A, B, Series of images illustrating the recording configuration used to make whole-cell voltage-clamp measurements of ICa from rods and the
intracellular labeling and poststaining for Cre. The example in A shows a control recording made from a Cre rod and the electrode and infused soma–axon terminal are visualized with the cell tracer
LY (green), which is overlaid onto the bright-field image (morphological structures are listed on the left side of the panel). The next three panels labeled “post staining for Cre” present the section
after staining for Cre. The LY signal reveals the terminal and a small portion of the inner segment and the Cre signal does overlap (red, secondary Ab-Alexa Fluor 568). The combination of the
fluorescent signals with the bright-field image is presented in the overview. B, Example of a recording from a cdko rod. Cre � staining is demonstrated in the cell’s ellipsoid (upper arrows) and Cre
is also expressed in surrounding areas of the ONL and OPL. Lower arrows track the terminal. C, Average responses to ramps delivered at 1 V/s . D, Average difference currents made from rods recorded
in 2 mM CaCl2 and 4 mM CoCl2 and stimulated with a ramp speed of 0.2 V/s. E, graphical summary of results in C (left) and D (right, labeled “cobalt substitution”).
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Figure 5. Small synaptic glutamate transporter currents arise from the terminal and are greatly reduced in frequency in the RIM1/2 cdko. A, B, Series of images taken from recordings of rods in
the ONL, each starting on the left with transmitted light, and in the center the LY-filled rods; an overlay of the two images is shown on the right. The rod in A processes a terminal, whereas the example
in B lacks a synaptic ending. C, Membrane current traces with spikes are from the rod with terminal imaged above in A, and the flat trace lacking spikes is from a rod without a terminal featured in
B. D, Presents an alignment of miniature events from an individual cell. E, Example of a rod under different pharmacological treatments. The control trace “no drugs” shows miniature synaptic
events. The events continue when iGluR inhibitors are added (see Results for specifics on drugs), but in the presence of TBOA, they are silenced. The iGabaR blocker condition followed TBOA and the
remergence of events demonstrates the reversibility of TBOA and lack of block by iGABAR blockers. F, Normalized event frequency for control and cdko rods at the indicated sampling periods. During
the initial 2 min period, the normalized frequency was 1 � 0.29 and 0.23 � 0.07 for control and cdko rods, respectively (n 
 12 and 9 cells, respectively; p 
 0.016) and the later period from 3– 4
min: 1 � 0.28 and 0.23 � 0.06 for control and cdko cells, respectively (n 
 8 and 7 cells, respectively; p 
 0.012). Recordings in C, D, and F were made with 20 mM Cl � in the intracellular solution,
whereas that in E was performed with potassium thiocyanate in the intracellular solution (see Materials and Methods).
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that describe something similar to the small events that we
observed.

Previous studies have shown that mouse rods (Hasegawa et
al., 2006), ground squirrel cones (Szmajda and Devries, 2011),
and turtle (Tachibana and Kaneko, 1988) and salamander
(Picaud et al., 1995a; Picaud et al., 1995b) photoreceptors take up
glutamate at their terminals where the electrogenic excitatory
amino acid transporters (EAATs) are located (Tse et al., 2014). To
determine whether EAATs or receptors mediate the miniature
events in rods, Im traces taken shortly after gaining whole-cell
access were exposed to a mixture of blockers. The ionotropic
glutamate receptor (iGluR) inhibitors (20 �M CNQX for
AMPAR/KARs and 50 �M AP-5 to block NMDARs) were applied
to five cells and these drugs failed to block the miniature events;
likewise, ionotropic GABA receptor blockers (50 �M picrotoxin
for GABAR-A, and 20 �M TPMPA for GABAR-C) and glyciner-
gic receptor blocker strychnine (50 �M) were applied to three of
the same cells exposed to iGluR inhibitors and these reagents also
did not block the miniature events. In contrast, when the EAAT
blocker TBOA (200 �M) was applied, the miniature events were
entirely silenced (n 
 3 cells). An example recoding presented in
Figure 5E illustrates the immunity of the miniature events to all of
the receptor inhibitors and the complete block by TBOA. Further
support of the miniature events originating from EAATs is the
observation that miniature amplitude increased when intracellu-
lar chloride (Fig. 5C,D) was replaced with thiocyanate (Fig. 5E),
which is the most permeant anion for glutamate transporters
(Eliasof and Jahr, 1996).

To determine whether RIM1/2 influenced release frequency,
the miniature events were counted in the cdko rods and com-
pared with the control condition. During the initial 2.5 min after
cell rupture, the average event frequency was 2.85 � 0.71 and
0.65 � 0.16 Hz for the control (n 
 12) and cdko (n 
 9),
respectively, which was significantly different (p 
 0.016). Event
frequency continued to decline in both the cdko and wild-type
conditions, presumably as the terminal filled with Ca 2� chelator,
and the frequency over the period between 3 and 4 min after entry
was again significantly different for the control and cdko rods,
with 0.64 � 0.18 and 0.15 � 0.04 Hz for the control (n 
 8) and
cdko (n 
 7) conditions, respectively (p 
 0.013). In both time
frames, the controls maintained a 4-fold greater rate of release
relative to the cdko rods (Fig. 5F). Presumably a reduction in
Cav1.4 channel openings in the cdko rods reduced the amount of
free intracellular Ca 2� needed for release, leading to a lower fre-
quency of miniature transporter currents.

Membrane capacitance measurements from RIM1/2 cdko
rods reveal a loss of voltage-dependent release
The results show that RIMs are needed to maintain normal ICa

influx and the outcome for the cdko is predicted to lead to a
decrease in Cav1.4 channel-mediated Ca 2�-dependent release.
To investigate this possibility directly, stimulated vesicular fusion
was monitored by measuring the synaptic terminal’s Cm in re-
sponse to step depolarizations. The somata of rods located di-
rectly next to the OPL were targeted (Fig. 6A,B) because they
contain the ribbon within their soma compartment (see Materi-
als and Methods). Recordings from control and cdko rod somata
exhibit miniature events (Fig. 6C), as described earlier (Fig. 4C),
and voltage ramps produced ICa I–V profiles (Fig. 6D) similar to
the situation described for recordings of ICa in more intact cells
(Fig. 4F). When the cells were depolarized for 0.2 s, the controls
responded with significantly more release, with controls showing
a 1.7 � 0.3 fF jump in Cm and the cdko rods 0.1 � 0.02 fF (p 	

0.0001; Fig. 2C,D). Average changes in Cm for 1 s steps stimulated
2.9 � 0.5 fF and 0.4 � 0.1 fF of vesicle fusion from control and
cdko cells, respectively (p 	 0.0001; 6 control and 8 cdko; Fig.
6G,H). The results illustrate that voltage-dependent evoked re-
lease is greatly impaired in the absence of RIM1/2.

Estimating the potential number of docked vesicles at the
ribbon base
EM images of rod terminals were analyzed to determine the den-
sity and size of synaptic vesicles (SVs) along its ribbon (Fig. 6I)
and the values were used to estimate the number of fusing vesicles
(see Discussion). Vesicle diameters fell within a narrow range of
sizes (23– 40 nm) and had an average diameter of 32.5 � 0.6 nm
(7 cells, 5–10 profiles measured from each ribbon). The vesicles
are tightly packed along the ribbon, as illustrated in Figure 6J,
where the SVs appear to be touching one another or even over-
lapping within an ultrathin section of �60 nm. Assuming that the
vesicles are packed at maximal density (see Materials and Meth-
ods), we estimate that 43 vesicles pack per row on each face of the
ribbon, with a total of 10 rows on a ribbon, amounting to 860
vesicles/ribbon (see Materials and Methods). To derive the num-
ber of fusing vesicles per ribbon, we divided the evoked change in
Cm by the single vesicle capacitance of 35 aF that was calculated
from vesicle diameter (32 nm) and published measurements of
single vesicle capacitance (Neef et al., 2007, and see our Materials
and Methods). The control cell responses of 1.7 and 2.9 fF elici-
ted with 0.2 and 1 s stimulations equal 49 and 83 vesicles,
respectively.

Cav1.4 channels are normally expressed at ribbons in RIM1/2
cdko rods
Either a lower probability of channel openings or degradation of
the channels may underlie the lack of ICa observed in the RIM1/2
cdko. To determine whether channel expression was reduced,
retinal sections were costained for the pore-forming Cav1.4 sub-
unit of Cav1.4 and the ribbon protein Ribeye (Schmitz et al.,
2000) relative to Cre and PNA. Regions rich in Cre showed strong
labeling of Cav1.4 across the OPL comparable to regions without
Cre when the anti-Cav1.4 human antibody was used (Fig. 7A–E),
and inclusion of PNA to mark cones shows that the Cav1.4 stain-
ing localized to rod ribbons was dense (Fig. 7F,G). The �1-Pan
antibody gave similar results (Fig. 7H). The results show no re-
gional loss of Cav1.4 at ribbons in Cre-poor and Cre-rich regions
of the photoreceptor layer and, at higher resolution, Cav1.4 la-
beling maintains a U-shaped profile around the ribbon protein
Ribeye. The staining for Ribeye also appears normal when RIM2
is absent (Fig. 7 I, J).

Western blot results show that the level of Cav1.4 detected in
retinal extracts was normal in cdko retinas at 4 – 8 weeks and in
much older mice at 3 and 9 months (Fig. 7K–M). The densitom-
etry measurements of the 160 kDa Cav1.4 band generated from
control and cdko retinas were not significantly different (control
vs cdko, normalized mean � SE: 0.94 � 0.08 vs 1.0 � 0.07) and
the 250 kDa band was also unchanged in the cdko samples (con-
trol vs cdko: 1.0 � 0.06 vs 0.97 � 0.05; Fig. 7K–M). Very similar
results were obtained when using retinas from older mice (160
kDa band, control vs cdko: 1.0 � 0.06 vs 0.94 � 0.12; and the 250
kDa band, 0.96 � 0.06 vs 1.0 � 0.04; 3 litters were used for each
age group; Fig. 7M). Because Cav1.4 is expressed exclusively in
the OPL (Fig. 3A,B), the Western analysis reflects the situation
for Cav1.4 in the OPL.

No changes in Cav1.4 expression levels were observed in ret-
inas from cdko mice, nor is there evidence for a redistribution of
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protein away from the terminals; however, it is possible that rib-
bon size was altered. To examine this possibility, ribbon contour
lengths were measured in sections made from control and cdko
retinas and the sections were costained with multiple antibodies,
as described already. Ribbon contour lengths were unchanged in
the Cre-rich regions of cdko retinas regardless of the antigen
tested: Ribeye (control vs cdko), 1.62 � 0.05 vs 1.61 � 0.07 �m;
Cav1.4, 1.46 � 0.06 vs 1.58 � 0.08 �m (p 
 0.21); and RIM2
present in controls, 1.45 � 0.09 �m (3– 4 animals per condition
at ages of �8 wks; Fig. 7N). In total, we demonstrate that Cav1.4
is normally expressed in cdko retinas and the ribbon synapse, as
judged by Ribeye staining, is also unchanged.

RIM2 does not alter the expression of Cav1.4 currents when
assessed in HEK cells
The expression levels of Cav1.4 and its targeting to the synapse
were not altered in the absence of RIM1/2. Previous studies have
suggested that long forms of RIM1/2 can influence the expression
levels of Cav1.4 as determined by membrane current density
(Miki et al., 2007). To explore this possibility, we overexpressed
RIM2� with Cav1.4 (Cav1.4, Cav�2a, and Cav�2�-1) in HEK cells
and performed standard electrophysiological measurements of
whole-cell currents in 20 mM BaCl2 to ensure that Ca 2�-
dependent processes were not invoked. The control condition
with Cav1.4 alone gave a similar maximal conductance to the

situation with Cav1.4 � RIM2 (control vs �RIM2: 0.41 � 0.06 vs
0.39 � 0.06 nS), and the V1/2 was not significantly different (V1/2

for control vs �RIM2: 6.04 � 1.77 vs 9.26 � 2.35 mV; p 
 0.17;
n 
 15 and 10 cells; Fig. 8). The results demonstrate that the
current density is not altered by the presence RIM2 in this con-
trolled condition.

Discussion
For rod photoreceptors to communicate with postsynaptic bipo-
lar and horizontal cells in a regulated manner, glutamate-filled
vesicles in the rod’s terminal must fuse with the plasma mem-
brane and release transmitter onto the postsynaptic targets at the
appropriate time. The primary trigger for exocytosis is Ca 2�, so
the regulated opening of Cav1.4 at the ribbon active zone will
have a central role in scheduling Ca 2�-dependent glutamate re-
lease. Investigators have identified �50 mutations affecting the
Cav1.4 subunit that are associated with incomplete CSNB in hu-
mans and other animals (Lodha et al., 2012). In vitro studies often
reveal that these mutant forms of Cav1.4 exhibit reduced Ca 2�

currents or the channels open at a more positive voltage, which
leads to less Ca 2� entry over physiological voltages (McRory et
al., 2004; Hemara-Wahanui et al., 2005; Hoda et al., 2005). ERGs
from animals carrying certain mutations in, or completely lack-
ing, the Cav1.4 subunit show a reduction in synaptic transmis-
sion between rods and rod bipolar cells under low light levels
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Figure 6. Loss of RIM1/2 nearly abolishes stimulated release from rods. A, Shows a bright-field image of a patch-clamp electrode contacting a rod soma at the OPL and the fluorescent image is
overlaid to show the electrode soma filled with LY (green). B, The same region was reimaged after the section was immunolabeled with anti-Cre (Cre in red), and the arrow indicates the cell’s soma
location in a region that stains heavily for Cre. In C–F are pairs of recordings from the RIM1/2 cdko in A and a control cell (RIM1ff/2ff, LMOPcre � / �). C, Whole-cell membrane current traces with
spontaneous release events from the control and cdko cells. D, Voltage sweeps showing an absence of inward calcium current in the cdko and ��5 pA inward current for the control, whereas other
aspects of the current traces are similar (ramp protocol: start at �80 mV, stepped to down �100 mV for 0.5 s, and the ramp rose to �50 mV at 1 V/s). E, F, Evoked release was assessed with steps
from rest (�80 mV) to a depolarizing voltage of �25 mV for 200 ms, which produced an �1.5 fF jump in Cm for the control (E) and no obvious change in Cm for the cdko (F, black lines represent
linear fits to Cm traces prestimulation and poststimulation to illustrate the average). The control has an Im during the step that reflects Ca 2� entry, whereas the cdko cell lacked an inward current.
Gs was unaltered and Gm was momentarily elevated after the depolarization and settled by 0.75 s poststimulus (Cm was averaged from 0.75–1 s poststimulus). G, Control and cdko average Cm traces
for 0.2 and 1 s depolarizations (dotted lines spanning Cm traces indicate the baseline). H, Cm measurements for control and cdko cells given 0.2 and 1 s steps. I, EM image of a rod terminal that captures
its singular synaptic ribbon (designated SR) with its rich cache of synaptic vesicles (wild-type mouse) and in the top left corner the nuclear envelop appears. J, Pair of images of the same ribbon in
I at higher magnification, with the transmitted, conventional image on the left, and its inverted version is shown on the right to give an alternative impression. The images emphasize the dense,
elbow-to-elbow packing of synaptic vesicles along the ribbon and overlapping vesicle profiles (indicated with red arrows). The electrophysiological recordings to stimulate dCm were performed with
2 mM EGTA in the pipette and traces were low-pass filtered at the following corner frequencies for presentation and analyses: Im: 200 Hz, Cm: 10 Hz, Gm: 100 Hz, and Gs: 100 Hz.
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when rods are needed for vision (Doering et al., 2008; Liu et al.,
2013; Michalakis et al., 2014). These examples involve mutations
in Cav1.4, but in many instances, the functional deficit results
from the channel failing to effectively interact with other prote-
ins such as adaptor/modulator proteins (for review see, Simms
and Zamponi, 2014).

Our study is the first demonstration of Cav1.4 channels in a
neuronal preparation being dependent on RIM1/2 for normal
operation. By making electrophysiological recordings from rod
synaptic terminals, we were able to monitor ICa directly under
voltage-clamp conditions and show that ICa is nearly eliminated
in RIM1/2 cdko mice (Fig. 4D). The bulk of the research on
RIM1/2 has documented changes in postsynaptic responses after
the removal of RIM1/2 from presynapses enriched in P/Q and
N-type Cav channels (for review, see Südhof, 2012), but only two
other groups of investigators have made recordings directly from
the presynaptic terminals using a whole-cell voltage clamp con-
figuration (Han et al., 2011; Han et al., 2015; Jung et al., 2015).
Importantly, Han et al. (2011) reported a �2- to 3-fold reduction
in P/Q and N-type ICa at the calyx of Held in the RIM1/2 cdko,

comparable to what has been witnessed for Cav1.3-expressing
cochlear hair cells with RIM1/2 deleted (Jung et al., 2015). Sepa-
rate studies examining the role of RIM have used fast Ca 2� im-
aging methods to monitor the change in presynaptic Ca 2�

fluorescence in response to action potentials and also found that
deletion of RIM caused a reduction in peak Ca 2� fluorescence,
dropping by �40% (Kaeser et al., 2011; Müller et al., 2012) or
25% (Kintscher et al., 2013). Our study is consistent with these
reports in having witnessed a reduction in ICa when RIM1/2
were deleted and, when ICa was assessed with voltage-clamp
conditions, the affect is greatest and more consistent with our
observation.

Because removal of RIM from rods abrogated voltage-
dependent Ca 2� entry, we examined the expression levels of
Cav1.4 in the RIM1/2 cdko mice to determine whether the chan-
nels were removed from the synapse or if they were degraded.
Western analysis of Cav1.4 protein levels in control and cdko
retinas did not reveal a difference between the two groups (Fig.
7M) and the dimensions of the synaptic ribbon when stained for
with Ribeye and Cav1.4 antibodies were unaltered in the cdko
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Figure 7. Expression of Cav1.4 remains normal in the absence of RIM2. A, Overview of colabeling for Cre, Cav1.4 subunit and PNA at 9 weeks. B, Area of the ONL that is heavily stained for Cre and
a dense layer of Cav1.4 signal is shown to persist. C, Subregion from B presented at higher resolution shows the ribbon-like shape of the Cav1.4 signal. D, Area without Cre taken from a region
neighboring B. E, Portion of the image from D examined at higher resolution. F–H, Costaining with the addition of CtBP2 to independently mark Ribeye/ribbons (mice were 9 weeks of age). F, G,
Sections from RIM1/2 cdko and control littermates showing strong labeling at ribbons regardless of Cre expression. I, Semithin section (see Materials and Methods) from a cre � animal that shows
normal staining of RIM2 in a presumably Cre poor region. J, Area reduced in RIM2 that is presumed to be a Cre � region (only a small portion shows RIM2 signal in the top, possibly a cone ribbon).
Notably, in J, the anti-CtBP2 staining of Ribeye gives normal ribbons even in the absence of RIM2. K, L, Western blots comparing littermates that are 4 weeks (K ) and 3 months (L) of age, which do
not indicate a gross loss of Cav1.4 subunit expression. M, Summary of Western densitometry results obtained with Cav1.4 human (250 and 160 kDa bands) and Cav1.4 mouse (160 kDa band)
antibodies using mice at the ages indicated in the graph (see Fig. 2 for a summary of synaptic probes at 3 months). N, Ribbon length was measured from cryostat retinal sections stained for Ribeye
(anti-CtBP2), anti-Cav (anti-Cav1.4-human or �1PAN), and anti-RIM2. Samples were from control (cre � / �) animals or Cre � expressing regions of cdko samples.
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mice (Fig. 7N); notably, we used three different Cav1.4 antibod-
ies to examine Cav1.4 (Figs. 3, 7) and the Cav1.4 profiles in cdko
rods appear ribbon shaped. These findings support the conclu-
sion that the opening of Cav1.4 is facilitated by RIM1/2, but
maintenance of the channel at the ribbon, and the ribbon itself
are not dependent on RIM1/2 (Fig. 7N). An earlier report that
focused on the influence of RIM1� on Cav1.4 found an increase
in current density when the two were coexpressed in HEK cells
(Kiyonaka et al., 2007); however, our heterologous coexpression
of RIM2� with Cav1.4 failed to show a role for RIM2� in altering
surface expression of the channel as estimated from Cav1.4 cur-
rent density (Fig. 8), which again suggests that RIM2� is not
essential for Cav1.4 trafficking. It is possible that the positive
regulation of Cav1.4 by RIM2� at the synapse is dependent on an
additional active zone protein(s) and the role of RIM2 may be to
bring the channel into an interaction with a positive modulator
or promote posttranslational modifications of the channels that
enhances their opening. Alternatively, RIM2 may prevent inhibi-
tion of CaV1.4 by blocking mechanisms that downregulate chan-
nel function. In either instance, RIM2 would be serving as a
scaffolding protein that modulates Cav1.4 function, albeit indi-
rectly, and without any role in channel trafficking to the synapse.
Further work will be required to elucidate the molecular basis of
the positive modulator effect of RIM2 on Cav1.4 and whether it is
a direct interaction or mediated in part by other factors. An ob-
vious starting point would be to explore the several possible com-
binations of Cav1.4 subunits involving variants of the �- and
�-subunits that are unique to photoreceptors (Tan et al., 2012;
Lee et al., 2015) and assess whether they create a more direct
modulator role for RIM2.

Previous studies did not report a shift in active zone markers
when RIM was removed (Kaeser et al., 2011; Graf et al., 2012;
Jung et al., 2015), but a portion of Cav2.1 and 2.2 channels were
mislocalized when RIM1/2 were deleted (Kaeser et al., 2011),
Cav1.3 clustering was reduced when RIM2� was removed from
inner hair cells (Jung et al., 2015), and clustering of Cav channels
at the Drosophila NMJ was reduced in the knock-out (Graf et al.,

2012). Whether channels were mislocalized without a change in
the overall level of Cav channel expression was not determined,
but assuming that channel numbers remained the same because
mRNA levels were reported to be unaltered in RIM1/2 cdkos
(Kaeser et al., 2011), then the absence of an interaction with
RIM1/2 may have created channels that were no longer permit-
ting Ca 2� entry, which would agree with our interpretation that
RIM facilitates channel opening at the active zone. The com-
pound effect of channel mislocalization and reduced Ca 2� accu-
mulation has a significant or even profound impact on responses
measured from the postsynapse (Castillo et al., 2002; Schoch et
al., 2002; Kaeser et al., 2011; Graf et al., 2012; Müller et al., 2012;
Han et al., 2015) and presynapse (Jung et al., 2015). In an effort to
pin the changes squarely on the presynapse, we chose to measure
depolarization-evoked changes in the rod membrane capaci-
tance, which offers a better readout of the number of fusing
vesicles.

The mouse rod is unique in that it expresses a single ribbon,
whereas cones in the mouse retina and photoreceptors in other an-
imals fill their terminals with multiple ribbons (Thoreson et al.,
2004; Li and DeVries, 2006). The small size of the rod presents a
technical challenge, but the benefit is that any change in release, and
likewise ICa, can be attributed to the activity at a single synaptic rib-
bon. We report that the control rods release 49 and 83 vesicles when
elicited with 0.2 and 1 s stimulations, respectively (Fig. 6H). The
control results suggest that a rod ribbon releases with an efficiency
similar to ribbons in other retinal preparations. For comparison, a
salamander cone may release 50–100 vesicles/s per ribbon and the
mouse On-rod bipolar cell can discharge �30–60 vesicles/s per rib-
bon, which is driven by an average ICa value 	1 pA/ribbon (for
review, see Wan and Heidelberger, 2011).

Relating the physiological data to synaptic ribbon structure
creates a spatial context for the releasable pool of vesicles. If we
assume the vesicles are packed along the ribbon at maximal den-
sity (Fig. 6 I, J), then 86 vesicles will occupy each row starting at
the ribbon arciform density, totaling 860 vesicles per ribbon (see
Materials and Methods), which is a higher number than the
55– 65 vesicles at the arciform and �350 per ribbon that was
previously measured (Zampighi et al., 2011). Our results suggest
that a 0.2 s stimulation may be sufficient to release a significant
portion of the first row of vesicles. The number of Cav1.4 chan-
nels involved can be predicted from published work that mea-
sured ICa from cultured cells expressing Cav1.4, which revealed
the channels have a very low open probability (	�0.002 at �20
mV) and an exceptionally small single-channel conductance (be-
tween 1 and 4 pS), which would pass 0.03– 0.1 pA per channel
at �25 mV (Doering et al., 2005). Our results in Figure 8 show a
lack of change in maximal conductance when RIM2� is coex-
pressed with Cav1.4, which is likely to extend to single-channel
behavior. Therefore, the 5 pA ICa measured at a ribbon could
reflect 50 –200 channels opened at a given time. If we assume that
200 Cav1.4 channels open near the 49 fusing vesicles at the base of
the ribbon, then �4 Cav1.4 channels drive the release of a vesicle
(a similar situation has been described for inner hair cell ribbon
synapses, where 4 – 8 Cav channels are proposed to support re-
lease of a vesicle; Zampini et al., 2010). The RIM1/2 cdko rods,
which gave �0.4 pA of current (Fig. 4E), may represent 16 Cav
channels participating in the release of �3 vesicles (0.1 fF) after a
0.2 s depolarization; therefore, �5 Cav channels are needed to
release a vesicle from the cdko rod, which is similar to the ratio in
wild-type rods.

We show here that long forms of RIM1/2 are essential for the
influx of Ca 2� into mouse rod terminals, which endows RIM1/2

Figure 8. Overexpression of RIM2� does not alter the expression of Cav1.4 in cultured tsA-
201 cells. Average I–V plots for the control condition that consisted of the indicated Cav1.4
subunits are compared to the results attained from the coexpression of Cav1.4�RIM2�.
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with the capacity to facilitate release. We demonstrate this by
assaying ICa and monitoring membrane capacitance and minia-
ture transporter events directly from individual rod ribbons that
possess or lack RIM1/2. In general, a facilitative role for RIM1/2
appears to hold across many synapses (Südhof, 2012). However,
our results point to a unique role for RIM1/2 in facilitating
Cav1.4 openings in a way that expands the functional size of the
ribbon active zone—and this occurs without changing the local-
ization of Cav1.4 around the ribbon.
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